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Abstract. The environments surrounding nine Wolf-Rayet stars were studied in molecular emis-
sion. Expanding shells were detected surrounding these WR stars (see left panels of Figure 1).
The average masses and radii of the molecular cores surrounding these WR stars anti-correlate
with the WR stellar wind velocities (middle panels of Figure 1), indicating the WR stars has
great impact on their environments. The number density of Young Stellar Objects (YSOs) is
enhanced in the molecular shells at ∼5 arcmin from the central WR star (lower-right panel of
Figure 1). Through detailed studies of the molecular shells and YSOs, we find strong evidences
of triggered star formation in the fragmented molecular shells (Liu et al. 2010).
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Figure 1. Upper left and Lower left: 12CO (1-0) integrated intensity contours on Moment 1
maps of WR stars CX Cep and ST 4, respectively. Middle panels: Average masses and radii of the
molecular cores surrounding 9 WR stars as function of the stellar wind velocities. Upper right:
12CO (1-0) Moment 1 map of WR star HD 211853. Lower right: Radial bin number distribution
of YSOs surrounding WR star HD 211853. (color version only available on line)
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